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Abstract

INTRODUCTION

In the past different techniques were used in order to restore erythrocytes perioperatively: Predonation, isovolemic hemodilution (IHD), cell-saving (CS), and patient-positioning. Repeated cell-saving results often in loss of platelets and coagulation factors necessitating transfusion of homologous blood products (1,2). This loss will play even a bigger role in the future when artificial oxygen-carriers will be available.

With a new procedure ‘Autologous-Blood-Component Therapy’ (ABC) autologous red blood cells (aRBC), autologous fresh plasma (aFP) and autologous platelet rich plasma (aPRP) are produced perioperatively by means of IHD and sequestration. aFP and aPRP are thought to compensate for the plasma- and platelet loss resulting from the wash-out. This procedure was shown to be effective in Redo-CABG (3).

Components gained using this technique are fresh and fully active. They suffer no activity-loss as it is found in stored predonations. aPRP contains active platelets.

The aim of our study was to investigate whether ABC demonstrates clinical benefits in orthopedic surgery.

METHODS

1996 we performed ABC in 22 patients undergoing total hip-arthroplasty (THA) and 22 patients with total knee-arthroplasty (TKA) and compared the perioperative blood-loss with 38 THA and 19 TKA patients without ABC. All patients had normal preoperative homeostatic laboratory findings. Low molecular Heparin was used routinely as thrombosis prophylaxis.

In group +ABC during induction of anesthesia (single shot spinal anesthesia with bupivacaine 0.5% supplemented with 80-100 mcg morphine intrathecal) 20-25% of the circulating blood volume per patient was withdrawn and replaced by Hemacel (3.5% colloid solution). The withdrawn blood was sequestrated (Sequestra 1000 by Medtronic; fill rate 100 cc/min, wash volume 200 cc, 5600 rpm) aPRP was reinfused rapidly before wound closure when oozing was under control. aRBC and aFP were retransfused according the rules of the conventional blood component therapy, as a rule in the late intraoperatively or early postoperative period. Patients with marginal preoperative Hb-levels where transfused with their aEc during IHD.

In the group -ABC no blood was withdrawn.

In both groups wound blood was collected and mixed with ACDA-Solution (15cc/100cc blood) from the beginning of the surgery until 6 hours later. The collected blood was then washed and concentrated (fill rate 400 cc/min, rate of washing 400cc/min, wash volume 1500 cc, at 5600 rpm) The resulting volume of aEc served as a measure for the perioperative blood loss in both groups. It was retransfused immediately.

Data from 9 -ABC and 3 +ABC THA patients and 12 -ABC and 8 +ABC TKA resp. were excluded. In these patients an unknown volume of collected blood was rejected in the beginning of the study for technical reasons.

To compare the results the amount of the washed blood was related to 80 kg body weight. To ensure that a possible saving of blood was not biased by dilution of the patient’s blood, the difference of pre-/postop (1st postoperative day)
Hb-content was related to 80 kg and preoperative Hb. Up to that time point no patient was transfused with other components than his collected and washed blood.

**RESULTS**

There were no differences in patient population between the -ABC and the +ABC group, when preoperative patient characteristics were compared.

In THA-patients blood loss was 18% and in TKA-patients 25% smaller in the +ABC Group.

The Hct in the collected and washed blood was 50-54%. Platelet count in the aPRP was about 3-5 times the patient’s blood count.

After retransfusion of the last components patients were transferred from the PACU to the ward.

We encountered neither side-effects nor complications.

**DISCUSSION**

During ABC it is important to withdraw and retransfuse 20 to 25% of circulating platelets (1-5) in order to be effective. Authors reporting unsatisfying results did not respect this fact (6-12).

The two groups differed only concerning ABC. The relative Hb-decrease was even slightly smaller in the +ABC Group, which means that the 20-25% blood saving is real and not due to a dilution. In general our results are consistent with the ones from other authors (4-8).

This procedure demonstrated clinical benefits in our orthopedic patients and it has all the advantages of autologous-blood-avoiding method. Furthermore, compared to predonations it is simpler. The review of the admission Hb-concentrations suggests lower Hb-concentrations in patients who predonated blood. The components of ABC are not maltreated by cooling and storage. ABC may also probably be practiced without CS in malignancies.

We lowered the expenses for autologous blood products in our orthopedic patients from 60’000 SFr to 10’000 SFr per year. The costs per sequestration set are 450 SFr. The decrease in expenses for homologous blood products is due as well to ABC, to intraoperative patient positioning, and last but not least reflects higher transfusion triggers.

APRP, by adding thrombin, is a source for autologous platelet gel. This platelet gel may be used as a fibrin glue for local homeostasis. Combined with ABC we also perform redo THA and TKA without homologous blood products.

Further studies concerning clinical effects, laboratory findings and economics facts should be performed with ABC.
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